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S. SMITH & SON, toUlatchmakcrs
Our "STRAND" Watches contain the largest
number of improvements, and are better and more
up-to-date than any Watch yet produced.

ESTABLISHED HALF A CENTURY.

The most delicate, important and valuable part
of a watch is the balance, and this has hitherto been
unprotected, an omission that allows dirt and damp
to affect the movement In our invention this is
overcome without adding to the size, and allows free
use of the regulator

Prize Medal, Electrical Exhibition, 1892, for
Non-Magnetisable Chronographs.
CERTIFICATE AND WARRANTY WITH EVERY WATCH.
Old Watches anil Jcicellcry taken in exchange.
POSTAGE FREE AT OUR OWN RISK.

Our " TREATISE ON WATCHES." just published, 160 pp., -100
illustrations, Second Edition, Free on application.
FROM

ASTRONOMERS DEFINING THE EXACT TIMB

OF THE SUN CROSSING THE MERIDIAN
WITH ONE OF SMITH'S WATCHES.

Strand " Watch, with cap on

ALL ENGLISH-Silver £5; 18 ct.Gold £13:1 5 :O
Special Size for Ladies £5 : 15 : O and £12 :15 : O

THE REPRESENTATIVE WRITING MACHINE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

Read and Remember!

gin Appointment tc

Mcr JiLijcstn tljc (Quern.

H.H.lft. Clje $niuc of

CONriiACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT.

Stands upon the solid basis of nearly 25 years' experience,
popularity, and progress.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION TO

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
100, Gracechurch Street, London, E.G.

LEA&PERRINS'

" Strand

What upsets so many sweet anticipations, destroys so many happy
unions, withers so many favourable
undertakings, as premature death,
caused by nothing else than neglect
and wrong treatment ?
" Is life worth living? " "That depends on the Liver." Those afflicted
with Diseased or Torpid Liver suffer
acutely. To cure such complaints
take Guy's Tonic according to the
plain directions accompanying each
bottle.
Nature is sanative. All the scars
and convulsions the earth has suffered
in thousands of years, she sears over
by her ceaseless processes. Assisted
nature always heals if we aid her
efforts by expelling the accumulated
impurities of the clogged body. Guy's
Tonic will do this by easy and natural
methods.
Health is the Captain. Sleep is the
Lieutenant. When sleep, " Nature's
sweet restorer," is frighted from the
eyelids by pain or distress, there must
be waste and consequent loss of
strength and vigour. The soothing and
sedative properties of Guy's Tonic
are of great efficacy in allaying suffering and inducing sleep.
" No hope so bright but is the beginning of its own fulfilment." Ye
who are sick and commence to use
Guy's Tonic may hope with certainty
to get well, because with its use you
take the needful step to secure the
fulfilment of your wish.

THE

The pleasures of the palate are
surely regained by the use of Guy's
Tonic.
For every death on the battlefield,
for every oerson killed by accident,
there are tens of thousands slain on
the sick bed by preventible disease.
Guy's Tonic gives relief and cure to
sufferers from Stomachic or Liver
Complaint.
Neglect and procrastination two
sins of omission are more pregnant
with frightful consequences, and playgreater havoc among the human race
than all the sins of "commission"
aggregated. Their traces are in every
household and in every graveyard.
Avoid disease caused by Neglect by
promptly using Guy's Tonic.
Guy's Tonic Co., 12, Buckingham
Palace Road, London, S.W., have a
little book entitled "Guy's Guide to
Digestion," which tells you "What to
Eat and What to Avoid," with a diet
table and tabulated chart of how long
foods take to digest. And another
little book contains Two Hundred
Brief Letters of Telling Testimony
from some of those who have used
Guy's Tonic and experienced its benefits. These people tell you how they
obtained Relief and Cure, when suffering from Indigestion, Sluggish
Liver, Nervousness and Kindred Ailments. These two little books will
be sent you post free on application
if you name THE NAVY AND ARMY
ILLUSTRATED when writing.

FINEST OF

SPIRITS

IS

TODDY.
GRANS SPECIAL
OLD
OF HIGHLAND WHISKIES.
Years Old.
10

THE CREAM
Carefully Blended under our own supervision
Guaranteed ten years old.

(REGISTERED.)

See Analyses of "The Lancet." "Medical Magazine,"
Dr. Hassull, Granville H Sharpe, Dr. Sutherland,

OBSERVE THAT THE SIGNATURE

48/- per dozen, less 5 per Cent, for Cash.

Is now printed in
Blue Ink

diagonally acrcss
the OUTSIDE WRAPPER
of every Bottle of the ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

AVOID CHEAP IMITATIONS.

SAUCE.

SLOE GIN

OUR OWN MAKE. ABSOLUTELY PURE.
HYGIENIC LIQUKUR FOR LADIES.
See Lancet Reports, Medical Magazine, Dr. Lascelles
Scott, Granville H. Sharpe.
Indispensable for Hunting Shooting, Fishing and
' Golf Flasks.

42;- per dozen, less 5 per Cent, for Cash.
Perfect Beverages with Aerated Waters.

CHARLES WRIGHT & SON,

WIRKSWORTH AND LONDON.

BONDED STORES:

LEITH.

ESTD. 1795.

FOR \VHOI,KSALE PRICLS AND AGENCIES, APPLY TO VVIRKSWORTH.

On and after March 25th "The Navy and Army illustrated'9 will he issued Weekly,
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J.&W.TOLLEYS
EJECTOR GUNS
T.'ic Times says :
"A perfect Ejectoi Gun."

Hammerless Guns 15-40 Guineas.
Hammer Guns ... 8-35 Guineas.

GASH PRICES, 2O to 47 Guineas.

OH!**!!

"ALTRO" 12-BORE.
I-ong chambered, firin;; both long

and short cartridges; equally useful
for ordinary game, as well as duck
shooting. Field, Lantiiy Water, &c.

" UBIOUE "

BALL AND SHOT GUN,

A
12-bore ; weight about Tibs.
first-class shot pun and accurate
express rifle in ONE weapon.
Invaluable for India and the
Colonies where mixed game is found.

NEW 1897 4O-PAGE CATALOGUE, POST

FREE.

GUN AND

f

** •

MANUFACTURERS,

59, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

For Shooting,
Cycling, Golfing-.
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STRONG!!!
Dumb Bells,
Bar Bells,

Ring- Weights
Chest
Expanders, &C.
as made for

SANDOW,

Sandow's Combined Developer, 12 G.

and. all the
Leading
Amateur and
Professional
Strong Men.
Illustrated
Price List Free.

Per post 9d. extra.

CHARLES HEAP & Co., Leicester St., LONDOJ4, W.C.

KEDDIE'S
HIGH-GLASS

PICKLES

Made with VICTORIA DATE VINEGAR, with no adde
Acetic Acid.
»*»»•»**»»*»»•»*•»•»*•

: 400 Patterns

of genuine. Scotch Wool- ^
^

lens in Cheviot, Saxony
Worsted, and Vicuna ;
also Rugs, Blankets, Knitting Yarns, &c. Guaranteed
made in my mills under my personal supervision and
containing nothing but Pure Wool. Suitable either foi
cut at mill prices.
length
Any
Gentlemen.
or
Ladies
Al^carriages_ paid. A. COI.OUHOUN, Pr»cf Fl*(
Tweed Mills. Innerleithen'i N.B.

Parties own Wool made into the above goods

SSJarrant.
To Hi- IIOYAI, HIGHNESS

The PRINCE of WALES

Goddard's
Plate Powder
' IfrATI il/fc f ATPU/^PC

^EATIHGS LOZENGES

Admitted to be the BEST and SAFEST Article for
Cleaning Silver and Electro Plate.

Iff Boxes, Is., 2?s. 6a,, and 4-s. 6d,
SIX GOLD MEDALS.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
*

SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.

£8,000,000.
...
...
...
INVESTED FUNDS
Number of Accounts, 79,497.
.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS, repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum monthly balances, when not drawn
below £100.
STOCKS. SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold for customer^

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

SMALL DEPOSITS received and INTEREST allowed monthly on each completed £1.
THE BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free.
Telephone. No. 5 Holborn.
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
Telegraphic Address: "BIRKBECK, LONDON."

The finest Silk yet producedSlS., 25S.
Safety head linings.

HENRYHEATH
St
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BOSWORTH

and

R. H. A. STERNt M.A.
,
(Honours Oxford and Cambridge)
M
ALLY for the ARMY,
PREPARE RAPIDLY and INDIVIDU

James, Carlisle & Gregsoru

THERE

5 & 7, LEXHAM GARDENS,
ON, W.
And at 46, HOGARTH ROAD, KENSINGT
Within a few minutes' walk of

CIVIL SERVICE, and UNIVERSITIES.
2 PUPILS.
IS (ABOTm 1 TUTOR TO EVERY

High Street, Kensington
Earl's Court, Gloucester Road, and
Stations.
Non-resident Pupils for
PREPARE Resident and
Examinations, and the
the Navy, Army, all Civil Service
Universities.

QUERNMORE, BROMLEY, KENT.
Tuition.
Na?by, Army, Civil Service, etc., Special
Plaistow Lodge,
historic Mansion known as
has been purchased for
the seat of the late I ord Kinnaird,
of Quernmore, under Mr.
the sole use of the School Department of eight acres. Boys are
G. LOLY, B.A. There are Playing Fields
and PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
speciallvpr 'paredfor NAVY, ARMY,y strong, there being eight
The staft of Masters is exceptionall are first-class Honor men.
University Graduates, three of whom
on into the Senior Pupil
later
drafted
are
Army Candidates
under Mr. 1. GIBSON, M.A.,
Department at Upper Norwood,
and Major L. W. PEAD.
First Places, ScholarThe list of successes, including several
application.
ships, Honors, &c., will be sent on
be supplied by Mr. G.
Full particulars of the School will Kent, and of the benior
LOLY, B.A., Plaistow Lodge, Bromley,
M.A., 14-16, Victoria
Pupil Department by Mr. J. GIBSON,
Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.
has just been opened.
A third house (No. 18, Victoria Road)
Interpreters Examination
In the December (1897), Student & LOLY passed :
GIBSON
Messrs.
(China and Japan)
... FIRST (First Trial).
\V. P THOMAS ...
... FIFTH.
...
G. PEARSON
vacancies.
Thus securing TWO out of the SEVEN
n ''Guide," containN.B. The Sandhurst Entrance Examinatio
Examination, with
ing the papers set at the most recentand December.
solutions in full, is issued each July

Dr. T, M. Maguire's ClasseW.s*
S.
10.12,14,16, EARL'S COURT SQUARE,

to Officers studying for
Pp"rial facilities are also afforded
College and Interthe Staff College, Promotion, Artillery
preterships.
e asmuchaspossible, and
No pains are sp.ired to individualiz
classes. The Educational
with this in view there are no large
to render individual
Staff is not only sufficiently numerous
of tutors of well-known
attention easy, but is composed
is a Recreation Ground
efficiency and long experience. There
a quarter of an hour's
for football, cricket and tennis within
walk of Lexham Gardens.

EN.
WOOLWICH........... ........ FOURTE
..-THIRTY-TWO.
SANDHURST .........
.
INDIAN POLICE — • ........TWO
... -TWENTY-FIVE.
MILITIA LITERARY
O.
MILITIA COMPET- ... .. FIFTY-TW
STAFF COLLEGE- ...... .NINE.
TY-ONE.
PROMOTION .-........—.......THIR

TDOYAL NAVAL CADETSHIPS.
MR. WALTER BUTLER, B.A.
H.M.S. " Britannia.")
(Several years Instructor on board

be prepared
RECEIVES a few pupils to
NAVY.
SPECIALLY FOR THE ROYAL
for 20 boys, and each
There are four Resident Instructors
all his weak subjects.
pupil receives individual tuition in

the
COLLEGE, 1897. Sixteen out of

QTAFF
with us only. Eight
twenty-one successful candidates read
" read with us. Fourteen
out of thirteen " specially nominated
for whom there were no
out of seventeen who qualified, but
vacancies, read with us.
e out of the thirtyTwenty-fiv
1896.
,
STAFF COLLEGE
pupils.
two vacancies were gained by our March, 1897. ist Cavalry,
MILITIA COMPETITIVE, ist University, and nineteen
ist Artillery ; ist on the whole list;
others passed.
passed.
SANDHURST, Dec. 1897. Seventeen
passed.
SANDHURST, June. iSq?. Eleven
t passed.
SANDHURST, 1896. Thirty-eigh
WOOLWICH, 1896. Four passed.passed.
INDIAN POLICE, 1896. Three passed.
PROMOTION, 1897. Eighty-one
PROMOTION, 1896 Fifty-one passed.
features ot our system.
Riding and Gymnastics are special
are received.
Resident and Non-Resident Pupils
nts are not equalled
Our Military Educational Establishme
the Kingdom ; ot this ample
in any respect by any other in
evidence can be supplied.
of the Principals,
For further details apply to either
Court Square, London; or ,
* DR. T. M. MAGUIRE, 12, Earl's
, 3, Ely Place, Dublin.
DR. W. J. CHETWODE CRAWLEY

UNPRECEDENTED RESULTS.
WOOLWICH-1897
ALL PASSED at
5 PUPILS were under instruction.
first trial, viz.
Mr. Cummings ... 9,621
14th, Mr. McKenzie ......... 9,117 28th, Mr. Bryant ........ 7,853
51st, Mr. Vine ............... 8,u75 73rd,.............................. 7,791
Bridges
77th ..................... Mr.
three years of 12
last
This makes a total during the tor this examination.
SUCCESSES out of 13 PREPARED

in 1881 it has always
Since this establishment was opened
and careful and successful
had a high reputation for discipline
the following list of
teaching, and that this is still maintained
1897 will show.
during
held
successes obtained at Examinations

were successful:
During 1897, the following pupils
...........1618 Marks.
3rd............ ......C. B. ELWELL....
...........1501
8th ....................C. R. HEMANS....
1302
34th... .......... ......K. H. BENSON ............
,,
...1132
..........
YOUNG
H.
..........J.
57th...........
the March Examination
All three Candidates sent up at
were successful.
holidays in all their
Britannia" Cadets coached in the
Fourth Term Examination subjects.
address THE
For Prospectus and List of References,
Eastbourne.
"
PRINCIPAL, " Shortlands,

|

SANDHURST-1897.
UL.
ELEVEN CANDIDATES bUCCESSF
TIONS 8 Candidates only
AT THE LAST JUNE EXAMINA
Woolwich, 5 for Sandhurst
were under instructions, viz., 2 for
an unequalled record,
and 1 for Cooper's Hill. ALL PASSED:
the last three years are
SOME OTHER RESULTS for
appended. (Names on application.)
and 30 PASSED.
SANDHURST. 35 were PREPARED
and 15 PASSED.
MILITIA LIT. 17 were PREPARED
and 6 PASSED.
PREPARED
were
8
.
MILITIA COMPET
D by the above:
HIGH PLACES OBTAINE
THIRDS
18 FIRSTS. 17 SECONDS. 16 pupils only.
30
of
average
an
And all these with
results with other lists,
N B When comparing the above
and the number under
ASCERTAIN the FAILURES,
instruction.
higher qualifications or
There is no staff in existence havingpercentage of successes
greater expeiience; whilst the large
have never been
pupils
to
and the proporiion of instructors ot the houses and grounds,
approa< hed. The extent and beauty
and appointments or
and general surroundings, the convenience
, fortification grounds, &c.,
the commodious studi s. laboratories ts, are unequalled by any
as well as the household arrangemenKingdom. For purposes of
similar establishment in the United
cordially invited.
comparison personal inspection is

SCHOOL. PUBLIC SCHOOL
W/OODBRIDGE
One of
N at very MODERATE COST.

W EDUCATIO
modern buildings, perfect
the healthiest situations in England, premises and boardingSchool
sanitation, gravel subsoil.
acres, with excellent
houses in enclosed grounds of thirty-four
experimental plots for boys
cricket and football grounds, and staff of Masters, new ciassin agricultural department Large
gymnasium, fives courts.
rooms, good chemical laboratory,
comfort. Dormihome
Carpenters' shop. Liberal diet and
desired. Entire charge of
tories or separate bedrooms it Scholarships are offered to
Colonial children. Valuable House
in the Science Master's
boys entering the school as boarders
in either
careers
house, for preparation for professionalThere are numerous
medicine, agriculture, or applied science.
same time. Two exhibitions
school scholarships tenable at the tenable for three years, are
of the value of £50 per annum, and Examiners appointed by the
of
awarded annually, on the report Examination Board, to candiOxford and Cambridge Schools
Medical School, or other
dates proceeding to a University,
place of higher education.
LEGG, Science Master,
Particulars on application to Mr.
the School, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

DOWlNbHIRE HOUbt.
houses in
COURT is one of the finest country almost to
of land, reaching
V.^ the kingdom, standingon 20 acres
rs of a mile. DownRichmond Park, a distance of three-quarte
is another magnificent
shire House, on the adjoining estate,
Downshire.
of
Marquis
the
of
country residence, formerly the seat
as well as cricket and
There are many grass tennis courts, for 20 horses, and the
football grounds; there is stabling 10 minutes' walk, whilst
Wimbledon Golf Links are within
for boating.
proximity to the river affords opportunity
that games are
understood
distinctly
be
however,
It must,
to interfere with the work.
never under any conditions allowed
RE HOUSE,
CEDAR COURT AND DOWNSHI
ROEHAMPTON, S.W.
Telegrams "Exercitus, London.
Station Barnes, S.W.R.
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POST FREE
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FROM . .

PILLS AND OINTMENT

Have stood pre-eminent during the past sixty years as

50, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G.

Reliable Family Medicines

SENT ON
FREE TRIAL
FOR . . .
SEVEN DAYS.

They are Invaluable Remedies for

RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA, LUMBAGO, BAD LEGS,
BAD BREASTS, ULCERATIONS,
and

ALL FORMS OF SKIN DISEASE.
They have no equal for affections of the

THROAT, CHEST AND LUNGS.
Manufactured only at 78, IM^W OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

LIFEANDVI60URFORTHEHAIR.
The only article which really affords nourishment to
the hair and resembles the oily matter which nature
provides f.jr its preservation is

ROWLANDS
MACASSAR OIL

Without it the hair becomes dry and weak; it feeds the
hair, removes scurf and harshness, and produces a strong
and healthy growth; it is the best tonic and dressing
for ladies' hair, and should always be used for children.
Also sold in a golden colour. Bottles, 3/6, 7/-, 10/6.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO

is the finest
dentifr ice; removes all impurities from the
teeth, imparts to them a brilliant polish and prevents decay. Sold by Stores
and Chemists. Write A. ROWLAND & SONS, 20, Hatton Garden, London,
for cash prices.
61-
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" A brilliant success.' 7 A« 'times.

A CHARMING GIFT BOOK.

L.ONOON

THE

TIME

OF"

THE

' 'Particularly K uu<.\."—7'fie Academy.

DIAMOND

JUBILEE.

Bv EMILY CONSTANCE COOK and EDWARD T. COOK, M.A., Author of "Studies in Ruskin,-' etc.
SIMPKIN. MARSHALL & CO. Llangollen PAR LINGTON & CO.
Londo

HANDBOOKS.
DARLINGTON'S
"Nothing better could be wished for."— British
"Sir Henry Ponsonby is com- I

Weekly.
manded by the Queen to thank
London Daily.
' Far superior to ordinary guides.
Mr. Darlington for a copy of his
I Ch' mule.
Handbook.'
IS. each. Illustrated. Maps by JOHN BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S.
The Isle of Wight. The Vale of Llangollen. The Wye Valley. The Channel Islands. The North Wales Coast,
The Severn Valley. Brighton, Eastboune, Hastings and St. Leonards. Bournemouth and the New Forest
Bristol, Bath,, Chepstow,, and Weston-super-Mare. Aberystwith, Towyn Barmouth, and Polsjelly. Malvern,
Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester. Llandrindod Wells, and the Spas of Mid-Wale

& co.

LONDON and ENVIRONS. \

Invaluable for Singers,
Speakers and Consumptives*
It supersedes Cod Liver Oil,

DR. WILSON'S

SOLIDIFIED PURE CACAO.
IMPARTS STRENGTH, WITHOUT OBESITY.

Madame ANTOINETTE STERLING writes :
" It is a pleasure a privilege and a duty, to give my unqualified testimonial
to the Solidified Cacao* I believe that my perfect health and good
condition, under trying circumstances of weather, and constant change of food
in hotels, while on long tours, is greatly due to the Solidified Cocoa."

Sold by leading Chemists and Grocers turougnout the Kingdom.
Wholesale of SAMUEL HANSON, SON & BARTER, 47, Botolph Lane, E.G.

J. GIEVE & SONS,
(LATE GALT & GIEVE.),

Royal Naval Tailors ai)d 06tfitter&.

'TIS FOLLY AWHEEL
TYRE

LONDON: At Messrs. C. SMITH and
SONS, 5, New Burlington Street, W.
(On Fridays.)

T. TURNER &• CO. MAKE THEIR OWN STEEL.
HAND FORGED.
EXTRA HOLLOW GROUND.
CAREFULLY SET.
GUARANTEED PERFECT.

Send for Free List of Cases.

ASK

FOR

(Amalgamated Beeston)

NON-PUNCTURARbE
SPEED

SEE "ENCORE" ON S^ANK.
CLACK, 4/IVORY, 6/-

7. TURNER &

TO RIDE A
THAT PUNCTURES

"A.B"

HIGH STREZ.T, PORTSMOUTH.

TYRE

Is a perfect protection AGAINST ALL SUCH TROUBLES.
GET A BOOKLET FREH.
From all Dealers, or write direct to makers.

CO., SUFFOLK WORKS, SHEFFIELD,

Who will supply through nearest Agent.
"ENCORE" POCKET AND TABLE

CUTLERY.

The Amalgamated Pneumatic Tyre Companies, Ltd.,
140-6,

CLERKENWELL ROAD,

B.C.
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REAR-ADMIRAL C.

C. P. FITZ-GERALD.

Fitz-Gerald, who
'""PHE new second in command of the China station, Rear-Admiral Charles Cooper Penrose
and a man
is relieving Rear-Admiral Oxley in China, is one of the best known of onr junior flag officers,
Jin May, 1854, on
of marked ability and distinguished merit. He was born in 1841, and entered the RoyalasNavy
a midshipman of the
the eve of the Russian War, in which Admiral Fitz-Gerald saw service in the Baltic,
to fly his flag, in the
old " Colossus." He saw active service after that, in the same waters where he is now
He was
second China War in 1858, as a midshipman in the celebrated old paddle frigate "Retribution."
to Sir Francis
promoted to captain in 1880, and two years later took part in the Egyptian War, as flag-captain
charge of the Roval
had
Sullivan, in the " Inconstant." From 1883 to 1885 Admiral Penrose Fitz-Gerald in February,
1895. The
Naval College at Greenwich, as captain of that institution. He received his flag
met with such success
gallant admiral is the author of the admirable life of the late Sir George Tryon which
is /in admitted
a few months ago. He holds views of his own in regard to modern Naval tactics, on which he as a second in
officer
an
able
so
of
appointment
the
on
authority; and the nation is to be congratulated
command to Sir Edward Seymour in the Far East.
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[Feb. 18th, 1898.

THE MAKING OF ADMIRALTY CHARTS.
T

HE surveying work of the Navy
is carried out almost entirely by
a small group of vessels, mostly old
sloops and gun-boats, specially fitted
out for the duty. They number eight
in all, and are scattered for the carrying out of their work all over the
world in the Mediterranean, in the
Pacific, in Australasian waters, in the
West Indies. The ships are mostly
at the disposal of Rear-Admiral Sir
William Wharton, K.C.B., F.R.S., the
Hydrographer to the Admiralty, who
presides over the special department
charged with the issue, revision, and
correction of Admiralty charts, sailing directions, and general information for manners in the matter of
lights, beacons, and so forth. There
are upwards of 3,000 Admiralty
charts published, and the work of
keeping them up to date is the main
duty of those employed on the
marine survey service. As anyone
who has ever seen an Admiralty
chart must allow, the work entails on
all concerned enormous labour and
THE "EGERIA" AT ANCHOR IN BURGOYNE BAY, SMYTH'S CHANNEL.
care, and the closest attention to
as the shifting of a shoal, or the finding of some hitherto
every detail. Of course nmcn assistance is rendered by menunobserved pinnacle rock in deep water, is made, and a large
of-war on the different stations whenever any discovery, such
amount of odd information also comes
to hand through the medium of
merchant vessels ; but these methods
of getting information are subsidiary,
reliance being principally placed on
the work done by the special survey
ships.
Our first photograph shows the
"Egeria" on survey duty off the
coast of South America. The
"Egeria" is one of our oldest sloops
at present in commission, and the
duty on which she is for the time being
specially employed is in carrying out
the survey of Magellan's Straits,
Smyth's Channel, the coast of Chili,
and, to conclude the programme of
work allotted within the " Egeria's "
commission, a survey of the waters ot
British Columbia. Our photograph
shows the "Egeria" at anchor in
BurgoyneBay, Smyth's Channel, on a
day when her boats are away taking
soundings in the Bay.
Our second photograph shows the
winding in of a sounding wire from
a depth of 2,300 fathoms after bottom
has been reached. Great care has to
be exercised to prevent the wire
being jerked or kinked, in either of
WINDING IN THE SOUNDING WIRE IN 2,300 FATHOMS.
winch cases it may snap and the
operation have to be gone
through again a big business,
considering the length of wire
run out. A bluejacket is seen
leaning over the side to lubricate
and guide the wire.
Our third photograph shows
the officers of the "Egeria"
taking "magnetic sights," to
check the ship's compasses and
note any local deviation due to
the earth's magnetic attraction.
This operation has to be constantly seen to, and is carried out
by a party landed from the ship
for the purpose. The compasses
are placed on tripods, and the
bearings of certain well-known
points and hills are taken, by
means of which the extent of any
deviation there may be between
the direction of the magnetic
North point, as shown by the
ship's instruments, and the true
North, as mathematically calcuOfficer.
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CORRECTING COMPASSES AT SANTA CATALINA.

Photo. W. M. Crockatt, Plymouth.

JACK'S FOUR-POSTER.

Copyright.—Hudson & Kearns.
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HAMMOCK is a very comfortable kind of bed, when one gets used to L. At first it is often liable to induce cramp, which naturally " murders sleep." There is, moreover, a
certain art in getting into a hammock, and a lack of knowledge in this respect may entail a hasty and involuntary exit on the other side. The men in the illustration look very
much at home in their swinging beds. Note the nearest, who appears to be half in and half out, but is sleeping peacefully, in spite of his apparently precarious position. Three are
regaling themselves with light literature, a proceeding which is very materially facilitated in modern vessels by the substitution of the electric light for the old "police" lanterns, as
they were called, which always seemed to possess a remarkable capacity for casting the light in the wrong place. One man is the happy possessor of a copy of Tit-Bits, a very
suitable and handy journal for the hammock. In rough weather at sea a hammock is an admirable institution, the motion being scarcely felt.
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A SUB-LIEUTENANT'S UNIFORM.
but well within the recollection

many years ago,
of many officers now serving, there was an extraordinary
A GOOD
diversity of opinion in the Navy regarding the interpre-

tation of the regulations as to uniform. Certain broad rules
were universally adhered to, but for social functions and
the ordinary work on board there was apparently an unlimited field for the exercise of private judgment. Thus,
at an entertainment on shore, some officers might be seen in

MESS DRESS,

ceived, however, that it was not creditable that officers should
appear on shore in a diversity of costumes; and so it became
the,,custom for the admiral to indicate by signal the dress to
be worn a custom which is still continued, though greatly
simplified by the introduction of minute instructions. As an
instance of the laxity which formerly prevailed, a signalman

SUNDAY MORNING INSPECTION.

white and others in blue trousers, and so on ; and a visitor
passin.g from one ship to another might find one officer of the
watch in the severe propriety of a frock-coat and sword-belt,
and another in an old monkey jacket. It began to be per-

Photos. Russel

Photos

Russali & Soi

Southsea.

SEMI-TROPICAL DRESS.

Southsea.

A COLD MORNING.

has been heard to read out to the ward-room officers a communication to this effect: "Dress for entertainment this
afternoon, frock-coats, trousers optional," which admitted of a
very whimsical interpretation, though none of the officers
were bold enough to appear in Highland costume !
All this is changed nowadays, and there is a special
dress minutely prescribed for all occasions, while a suitable
dress for the tropics has been legalised. Our illustrations
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show some variations in a sub-lieutenant's uniform, but the
same rules prevail throughout all ranks. The frock-coat and
cap, with sword, is a sort of Sunday morning dress, and used
also for such occasions as an admiral's inspection, 01 a visit on
duty to another ship, etc. The semi-tropical dress shows the
comfortable monkey jacket now very property legalised as
the ordinary dress on board one's own ship ; a white tunic is
substituted in full tropical dress. Foi mess dress the gold-

GOING TO A COURT-MARTIAL.

BALL DRESS.

braided vest, which was used, quite illegally, in some ships
for a number of years, is now made compulsory, and forms,
with the mess jacket, a very pretty and suitable costume.
The great coat is a most consoling garment in a north-easter.
The distinction lace, as will be noticed, appears on the shoulder

strap instead 'of on the cuff. In the ball dress the epaulettes
or scales in the case of a sub-lieutenant first appear. These
same scales are somewhat unfinished-looking articles. Why
not give the sub-lieutenant a little supplementary gold fringe ?
The landing"dress in the sixth picture is in every respect a
thoroughly workmanlike and suitable costume for its purpose.
The combination of frock-coat with cocked hat and epaulettes

Photos. Russell & Sons.

THE QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY.

Photos. Russell & Sons

READY FOR BATTALION DRILL,

Southsea,

is of comparatively recent introduction. It is used for courtmartial, etc., and is a great improvement on the old arrangement of undress tail coat.
In the last illustration we see the sub-lieutenant in "full
canonicals," so to speak, or, as he would put it, in " war
paint." The Naval full dress, more especially that of the
higher ranks, with gold-laced trousers and heavy gold fringe
to the epaulettes, is universally acknowledged to be an exceedingly handsome and becoming ceremonial costume. It is
iised when doing honour to Royalty.
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THE MACHINERY OF THE "RENOWN.
T

HE North America and West Indies
station has of late years been remarkably lucky in the matter of its
flag-ships. In February, 1892, the "Blake,"
then with her sister the "Blenheim"
undoubtedly two of the finest cruisers we
had ever possessed in our Navy, went out
with Sir John Hopkins as Commander-inChief. The " Blake," however, was considered rather too large for a first-class
cruiser, and so the next ship that went to
carry the flag was the "Crescent." Both of
these ships were gazed on with feelings of
admiration by the loyal colonists, who
thronged on board them whenever opportunity offered. But the Admiralty conceived that they had not done enough for
North America, and so Sir John Fisher
had orders to hoist his flag in the "Renown"
and proceed to that station last August.
The photos of machinery shown here were
taken on board that vessel.
In the first of the four reproductions of
photographs, which were all taken by
electric light, and are wonderful specimens
of the photographer's art, we see the steering
engines of the ship. Ships are invariably
steered by steam nowadays, though, as
invariably, there is alwa)rs an alternative
handgear provided in case of a breakdown.
We all know how important the steering
gear of a ship is, and it is usually operated from down below,
being connected.by telegraph with many stations in the ship.
Formerly it was rather untrustworthy, and constantly gave
trouble by refusing to act,'but of late years it has been so
much improved that it rarely becomes inoperative.
We have in the second picture a representation of part
of one of the stokeholds, in fact, the forward end. Of course,
when fires are extinguished and there is no steam, cleanliness
is carried to its utmost limits ; but, if there are no fires in this
particular stokehold, depend upon it there are plenty somewhere else, for what with perpetually distilling fresh water,
running ventilating fans, working the dynamos for the
electric light, and the numberless other duties that have to

Pt-otoi Symonds i C<>.

THE STEERING ENGINES.

be performed as much when a ship is in harbour as when she
is at sea, in a modern man-of-war steam is always up, and its
services are required.
The third and fourth of our pictures give us views of
the " Renown's" mighty machinery, as depicted in her main
engines and the starting platform. The engines consist of
two complete sets, one to each screw. There are four
cylinders to each set, one high-pressure, one intermediate,
and two low-pressure. There are two low-pressure cylinders,
because if there were only one it would be of too unwieldy a size.
The starting platform is that part of the engine-room from
which the engineer on duty must never be far away, as it is from
there that the engines are started, stopped, and sent astern.

AV TUE STOKEHOLDS.

Po'tinnouth.
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REPAIRS.

Copyright.—Hudson & Kearns.

H

KRB we have represented the chief gunner, with his mates and armourers, overhauling a breech-loading gun and effecting such small adjustments as may be necessary in
mechanism. A far higher standard of efficiency is demanded of the modern armourer than of his predecessor of muzzle-loading days, and some improvement or elaboration of
machinery for loading and working the guns is being constantly introduced, so that he has to be very much up to date. The mechanism of a quick-firing gun, taken apart
laid about the deck, looks rather like the component parts of a gigantic and eccentric watch, and the problem, to the uninitiated, is how it is all going to be put together again in
right fashion. The method of securing the breech-block, by means of the intercepted screw, is plainly shown in the picture a very ingenious and effective arrangement.

Photo. F.G.O.S. Gregory & Co., 51, Strand.
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As advances are made in the sciences, it is now possible for the
public to keep in close touch with the same by means of pictorial
reproductions shown by the latest improvements in photographv. One
instance is a new and most destructive weapon, the invention of Hiram
Maxim, of Maxim gun fame. This inventor has just completed a Naval
or coast defence automatic rapid-firing gun, which projects a shell
weighing g-lb. a distance of over three miles, and it is claimed for this
weapon that it has a rapidity of fire more than double any other gun of
its size. One of the latest pictures of the up-to-date Biograph shows
the inventor, Mr. Hiram Maxim, firing this gun in full view of the
audience. As a matter of fact, a boy of ten years could go through
that performance, which is simply pressing the trigger the gun automatically firing and ejecting and reloading as long as ammunition is
within reach.
•%•
*
*
*
"C. W.," a young joiner who is anxious to get a berth in the Royal
Navy in connection with his trade, had better w7rite, giving particulars of
his age, experience, and trade qualifications, to the senior officer in
charge of the Dockyard Reserve at Chatham, Portsmouth, or Devonport, or the captain of the port guard-ship at Pembroke, whichever
place may be nearest to him and most convenient. Of course he would
have to produce proofs of his general conduct and of his abilities as a
workman, or indentures to the satisfaction of the authorities.
K magnificent fighting qualities and consistent loyalty of the
Gurkhas may be said to be " familiar in men's mouths as household
words." There is, therefore, small need to do more than give publicity
to the existence of a Gurkha Association, which has been formed for
the purpose of providing for and educating (r) the orphan sons of
Gurkha soldiers who have died in the vService or been killed in action,
and (2) the sons of Gurkha pensioners of good and deserving character,
residing in India, who are in destitute circumstances. The central idea
of the association is the foundation of a Gurkha Asylum, which, once
started, would be kept up by subscriptions from the fifteen Gurkha
battalions. Already a considerable sum has been collected, and it would
be strange indeed if such a project lacked the support of the British
public. If only out of gratitude for the glorious services which the
Gurkhas have rendered, not to speak of the desirableness of encouraging
vsnch an aid to Gurkha recruiting, the Gurkha Asylum should receive
many English contributions, which can be sent either to I/ieutenant
Alban Wilson, the adjutant of the 44th Gurkha Rifles, or to Messrs.
Grindlay and Co., 55, Parliament Street, S.W., marked "Gurkha
Asylum."
*
*
*
#
"W." The preparation of pcmmican requires great skill ami care.
When it became necessary, in 1874, to manufacture supplies at Deptford
for the Arctic expedition then fitting out, recourse was had to the
experience gained in 1852, when large quantities of the preparation
were made at Gosport imder the supervision of the captain-superintendent, Sir PMward Parry, and Dr. Nicholson, C.B., the inspectorgeneral in charge of Haslnr Hospital. The process, as then described,
consisted in the purchase of rounds of beef divested of all fat and skin.
These, after the bone had been extracted, were cut into thin, uniform
slices, and placed on hurdles over a kiln, where they remained until the:
experience of the men in charge judged them to be sufficiently dried,
the minimum time being, on an average, twelve hours. The slices were
then cut into small pieces and carried to a mill, where they were
ground into powder an improvement on the old process of pounding in
a mortar. The meat thus ground was mixed with snet which had been
carefullv chopped, melted, and strained currants, and sugar, after
which it was packed into canisters. The process of manufacture
was very slow, averaging about 70-!b. of meat per diem, or, after the
admixture of ingredients, about 140-!!). of pemmican.
THIS process was closelv followed in the preparation of the supplies
for the Arctic expedition of 1875-76, two kinds, plain and sweet, being
made, the former, of course, containing neither currants nor sugar.
The meat purchased was the finest Aberdeen beef procurable, even the
wood for firing the kilns being specially selected oak free from tar. The
only alteration in the recipe seems to have been the addition, to the plain
pemmican, of cayenne pepper and preserved potato, the latter, addition
being made on the recommendation of the late Sir G. II. Richards.
Cayenne seems first to have been used in 1860, in the preparation of
some 2,000-lb. of pemmican, at Gosport, for the Swedish and Norwegian
Government. The quantity supplied was I4,4op-lb. The other articles
specially prepared at Deptford for the expedition comprised corned
beef, corned pork, and boiled bacon. The biscuit was also specially
baked, and the rum supplied undiluted, and in as highly concentrated a
form as possible. Meat biscuits, consisting of one-third pemmican and
two-thirds biscuit meal, were also prepared on the suggestion of Sir
George Narrs. The whole of the supplies were regulated by a committee
specially appointed for that purpose, and composed of officers possessing
Arctic experience. In addition to the articles already enumerated,
large quantities of exceptional articles were supplied by contractors,
such as cavendish and shag tobacco, Welsh wigs, down shirts, sealskin
and box-cloth suits, mocassins, etc.
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I AM asked by a correspondent to describe the colours of a cavalry
regiment. Strictly speaking, cavalry have no colours at all. ^ Regiments of Dragoon Guards carry standards, and of Dragoons, guidons.
The former are of silk damask, embroidered and fringed with gold, the
latter of silk. The standard or guidon of each regiment is of a crimson
colour, and bears (unless otherwise authorised) the royal or other title
in letters of gold on a red groxind in a circle, and the rank of the
regiment in gold Roman characters on a crimson ground in the centre,
the whole within a wreath of roses, thistles, and shamrocks on the same
stalk, eusigned with the Imperial Crown. The white horse, on a green
mount on a crimson ground, is in the first and fourth compartments,
within a scroll, and the rose, thistle, and shamrock conjoined, on a
ground of the colour of the facings of the regiment, within a scroll, in
the second and third corners. In the case of regiments having
particular badges, such badges are embroidered in the centre, and the
rank of ih? regiment put in the second and third corners, within a
wreath of roses, thistles, and shamrocks. The standard or guidon
also bears the devices, distinctions, and mottoes which have been conferred by royal authority the motto under the wreath in the centre.
The tassels are of crimson silk and gold mixed, and the lance, including
the ro}-al crest which surmounts it, is 8-ft. 6-in. long. Standards and
guidons, which are not borne in either Hussar or Lancer regiments, are
carried by squadron sergeant-majors.
SKvKRAl, correspondents ask questions about the guard and Reserve
ships at the various ports and harbours round our coasts, whose presence
there often arouses the curiosity of summer-time and other visitors.
The answer is simple they comprise the first Reserve squadron of the
Fleet, and are kept ready to put to sea within forty-eight hours of war
being declared or a mobilisation for any purpose ordered. The ships
would collect at some appointed rendezvous, being manned, on the order
to mobilise being given, up to fighting strength by the coastguardsmen
of the district where each ship is stationed, and the merchant service
Naval Reserve men living in or attached to the district. The whereabouts and addresses of these men are at all times known to the captains of
the ships, and a telegram would bring the men on board at short notice.
Meanwhile, all the year round a ship's company of bluejackets, with
officers amounting to something under a third of each ship's sea-going
complement, are ordinarily kept on duty on board. The first Reserve
fleet comprises the harbour guard-ships at Portsmouth, Plymouth, and
Chatham, and the coast guard-ships elsewhere from Bautry Bay to the
Clyde and Queensferry, with certain small sea-going cruisers used as
Ro)7al Naval Reserve drill-ships, the whole providing a fleet of some
sixteen to twenty vessels which would be available to support the
Channel fleet or take its place in home waters. Comprising as it does
ships like the "Trafalgar," "Nile," "Rodney," and "Howe,"with the
additions of the " Camperclown " and " Anson " to be made next April,
the Reserve fleet should be a match, after a few days' shaking down at
sea, for any fleet likely to come into Northern waters.
HosriTAr, attendants or orderlies are taken, as a rule, from the
Medical Staff Corps, and are trained in all the duties connected with
the sick and wounded. It is, however, usual to employ patients who are
sufficient]}' strong on light duties, such as carrying round the medicines
to the men in their ward, and generally assisting the nursing sister in
charge, if there be one. It is sometimes found necessary to supplement the
number of orderlies furnished by the Medical Staff Corps, in which case
the medical officer in charge makes an application to the officer commanding the garrison or station, who takes the necessary steps for providing the men required from the troops in the garrison. When
employed in this capacity a man is excused all regimental parades and
duties, and usually continues to fill the billet as long as he is required
by the medical officer. If the man, under any exceptional circumstances,
be required to join his regiment or corps, the regulations demand that
due notice be given to the medical officer.
MY answer to "X.," who asks me whether I would advis? an officer
to qualify as an interpreter in the Navy, considering the extreme likelihood of never being employed as such, is, decidedly, Yes. I am well
aware that out of the 114 officers who have qualified as interpreters in
all the languages under the sun there are just six employed, and these
fortunate ones are professors of Hindoo or Swahili for the most part;
but 1 look forward to a great change for the better. In the case of war,
which is always threatened, though everybody believes it to be still afar
off, it is certain that interpreters will be sought after and rewarded in a
manner little thought of now. In these circumstances I consider that
it would be the height of bad judgment for an officer who has the ability
to neglect to get himself placed on the list of qualified interpreters, for
it is always something to be known as having passed. It is always
desirable in the Navy or indeed elsewhere for an officer to have a
reputation as a specialist, if only in such an everyday subject as French.
lv
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LKST we forget, amid the heroic deeds of modern times, the services
of such men as Sir Thomas Picton, I may remind my readers that
there stands in St. Paul's a monument bearing the following inscription : -" Erected at the public expense to Lieutenant-General Sir
Thomas Picton, K.G.C.B., who, after distinguishing himself in the
victories of Busacos, Fuentes de Onoro, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz,
Vittoria, the Pyrenees, Orthes, and Toulouse, terminated his long and
glorious military services in the ever memorable battle of Waterloo, to
the splendid success of which his genius and valour eminently contributed, on the 18th of June, 1815." There is also a column to his
memory at Carmarthen, near Avhich his home was situated. This brave
soldier, who "had never known defeat" in the whole course of his service, was born at Povston, near Haverfordwest, in August, 1758. He
joined his uncle's regiment, the 12th Foot, at Gibraltar, when fifteen
years of age, and was from the first devoted to the study of his profession.
He served in the WTest Indies, and was for some time Governor of
Trinidad. In that capacity he was accused of harshness and cruelty by
the malice of a personal enemy; and although these accusations were
disproved, they were gladly believed and retailed by evil-minded and
thoughtless people. They were, ho\vever, forgotten in the brilliancy ot
his Peninsular career. He has been described by a not too friendly
historian as a man of "stern countenance, robust frame, saturnine
complexion, caustic speech, and austere demeanour," but he was also
kind-hearted, absolutely truthful, an ardent patriot, and a splendid
Tmi EDITOR.
soldier.
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A Glance at the Royal
Dockyards.
By CHARLKS GLKIG.

UR relations with Afghanistan and the tribes are very muck a
question of the day, and I, therefore, took up Sir John Adye's
" Indian Frontier Policy" (Smith, Polder, 3$. 6d.)with considerable
interest. The conclusion was foregone, because the General has
freely expressed his opinion on many an occasion. He is all for a backward policy. Because we foolishly attempted to set Shah Soojah on the
Afghan throne in 1839, and paid for our rashness with disaster, and
because forward steps have continually embroiled us, we are to
withdraw our isolated posts from turbulent districts, and devote
ourselves to promoting the "welfare of the millions under our sway."
All this is very interesting. But I do not think it will prevail with
Englishmen. We still remember how those who feared a Russian
advance to Merv were jeered at by a distinguished statesman as victims
of "Mervousness." Since that time the Transcaspian railway has been
built an excellent line of communication, pace Sir West Ridgeway, and
is now being extended to the Afghan frontier. We have guaranteed the
integrity of Afghanistan. Is that guarantee consistent with a backward
policy ? Are we to suffer the tribes to become Russianised ? There is
more than a spice of the marauder in them. The rich plains of India are
below. It needs bxit a Muscovite bidding to throw them on the quany.
li So may statesmen make or mar. I take up a book dedicated to one
" ever reliable, never knowing when he is beaten, saving his country in
many a crisis when statesmen have failed." Who is that but the British
soldier, Tommy Atkins? And the book, you say ? It is a new edition
of "Scenes Through the Battle Smoke," by the Rev. Arthur Male
(Dean). Now Mr. Male has seen as much fighting as any parson
living. He was determined to see it, and so found himself at Peshawar
on the eve of the Afghan War. To dissuade him was that odd
inscription to another clergyman, who "translated the Scriptures into
the Afghan tongue, and was shot by his own chowkeydar- Well done,
thou good and faithful servant! " But Mr. Male was not to be deterred.
Where fighting was going on, there he tried to be in the midst.
You hold your breath when he tells you how he "walked" the
gauntlet of a fren/ied crowd outside the Jellalaba;! gate, egged on to
murder him by a couple of armed Gha/.is. The incident is described to
the very life, with all the sights and sounds and smells of the war.
humour breaking out here and there. " Oh those dead camels ! Words
fail utterly to describe one's feelings under the circumstances of such a
meeting. It is one thing to pass Rimmel's shop in the Strand, but
another thing to pass a defunct camel! Quite!" But I have said
enough. The story of the Egyptian Campaign is as good.
When you take up "Our Troubles in Poona and the Deccari," by
Arthur T. Crawford, C.M.G. (Constable, 14-s.), you expect a sober, solid
treatment of a weighty question, but you soon find yourself laughing
at the whimsicalities of the author. As to Poona, that is all right. No
general disaffection prevails, and oul}' firm government is needed, with
a reformed police to crush the Hindoo criminals. We have pampered
and petted the pestilential sections of the Brahmins, ami it is an
imperious necessity to set up the Mahommedaii aristocracy by the side
of the " twice-born." This is sound policy. To establish a balance of
power between native races or castes was the guiding principle of
Warren Hastings. Then there is the native pass to control, and here a
The patient, Dushtee
humorous "temperature chart" is given.
(treacherous) Rao Pajee (bad character), B.A., J.P., was at fever heat
under the treatment of Lord Reay (Government House alcohol in large
doses, with rancid butter) and Lord Sandhurst (Leg. Council draught,*,
proposed treatment of
the
but Inspector-General John Bull approves
cautery, with perhaps an operation, and anti-Congress pills. Although
Mr. Crawford is thoroughly serious, he chooses thus to laugh with his
as he goes along.
characters
off
hit
and
jokes
reader, and to crack
I like "Great Warriors Nelson, Wellington, Napoleon " (Chambers,
as.) for the spirit and vigour that pervade it. The worst fault of a
"popular" volume is to be dull, and nothing of the Kind is the case
here. But greater accuracy might have been striven for. We all know
how, in the song, "our Nelson led the van," but that meaningless
statement should not have been repeated. " Heroic Lives " Livingstone, Stanley, Gordon, and Dundonald is a brother-volume.
And now your " Search-Light" must direct a beam to things of
outremer, and with particular pleasure to the " final edition " of a work
by that good seaman and admirer of England, Signor A. V. Vecchj,
who calls himself playfully "Jack la Bolina." His " Bo/.zetti di Vita di
Bordo," or "Sketches of Life on Board" (Bemporad, Florence, 3 lire)
are capital. Here we have the Italian bluejacket and his superiors to
the life in their daily occupations and amusements, with a happy
mixture of wit, drollery, and romance. I observe that Signor Biagi,
who has evidently been to an English dinner, and has «n echo in his
ears of something he heard there, amusingly addresses Jack la Bolina, in
a preface, as "You merry felloAv! " We do not often hear much of the
little pictorial
m Swedish Navy, and I was therefore glad to receive
work of folding plates, "Fran Sveuska Flottan ' ("From Sweden's
Fleet"). It includes portraits of Royal personages, pictures of ships,
and scenes of life afloat, indicating popular interest in the Service.
a few articles
of
' Before it is too late, let me signal the appearance
worth reading in the January maga/.ines "The Frencn Invasion of
Ireland" in macmillan ; "Sir John Moore at Corunna," being another
in the
Fitchett,
H
W.
Rev.
"Deed that Won the Empire," by the
Cornhill; "Turtle Catching," by Admiral Fit/gerald, in the Badminton;
the beginning of Mr. Seton Merriman's military story, Roden's Corner,"
Wolfe,"
General
of
"Portraits
on
contributions
\ViHarpcy; excellent
"Washington," and "A Myth of Waterloo" in the Century; and a
very full account of the "Kaiser Wilhelm uer Grosse," as the "largest
" SEARCH-LIGHT."
steam-ship afloat," in Cassiefs Magazine.
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HERE are, doubtless, many
millions of English men and
women who have enjoyed
no opportunity of visiting
any one of the great dockyards administered by the
Admiralty. These can have
but little conception of the
importance of the shipbuilding and repairing work
'"""i'^^^^Hi which goes steadily on at
M l!U/fflyii^ W
J^^R \hese great centres of inJ
dustry; still less, perhaps,
of the splendid system of
organisation under which
many thousands of skilled
and unskilled workmen are
employed in the construction of ships of war. Yet the gates
of the Government dockyards are ever open to visitors.
Policemen, stout of build but courteous in manner, stand at
the portals, ready, and even willing, to conduct the enquiring
"tripper" over the cobble-stones leading to the docks,
building slips, and workshops; and do not, it is said,'disdain
to accept in return for these civilities the smallest silver coin
of the realm. Those who can afford a day's excursion to
Portsmouth, Plymouth, or Chatham, should not fail to pay a
visit to one of these national shipyards.
To begin with, it is an extremely interesting fact that all
the employes of the Royal dockyards enjoy the privilege of
an eight hours' day. They have many other privileges denied
to the bulk of British workmen, but this limitation of the
hours of labour is of sufficient importance to interest all
classes of readers. It is curious to note, too, that the
experiment of instituting the eight hours' day was not the
outcome of agitation on the part of the workmen employed
in these dockyards, but that it is actually a State experiment,
which \vas introduced as a concession to public opinion, and
with the object of officially testing the results.
Trade Unionism has obtained no foothold in the State
dockyards, for the employes are fully alive to the advantages
of continuity of employment, and will embark upon no
agitation likely to hazard their prospective pensions. The
total number of hands usually employed at the five dockyards
is about 22,000, and one of the aims of the system is to avert
wholesale discharges.
Of the five dockyards, Chatham and Portsmouth are of
almost equal importance as ship-building centres, each employing about 7,000 hands; and it is at these two ports that a
majority of our battle-ships have been built. Devonport is
next in importance, but has hitherto lacked plant for the
construction of modern battle-ships, and has been more
extensively utilised for cruiser building and as a refitting
yard. At Pembroke we have a much smaller dockyard, but
one which has long been supplied with plant for battle-ship
construction. The establishment is controlled by a captainsuperintendent, instead of a rear-admiral, but there are no
facilities for docking or repairing ships at the Western
yard. The fifth and least important of the Royal dockyards
is at Sheerness, and is chiefly utilised for the building of
small cruisers.
A dockyard, as the name suggests, is not merely a
building site, but also a site for docks and basins. These will
be found in abundance at Chatham, Portsmouth, and Devonport ; but, unfortunately, our modern battle-ships and
cruisers have outgrown the majority of the docks constructed
in the old days of convict labour, and new and larger ones
have had to be designed to accommodate the " Majesties " and
" Poweriuls " of the present day. Most of the older dockyard
buildings, as well as the existing docks, were the outcome
of convict labour.
Contract work, too, is responsible for the construction of
many of our battle-ships and cruisers, besides having the
monopoly of torpedo craft; but the Admiralty regard it as
imperative that the Government yards should always secure
their fair share of construction. The reason of this is^tolerably
obvious. Strikes might at any time paralyse the ship-building
industry, and have ere now delayed seriously the completion
of battle-ships and cruisers. But, under present conditions,
and with over 20,000 workmen in its own employ, Government
can at all times continue ship-building, and Trade Union
agitations surge harmlessly against the dockyard gates. So,
too, in time of war, it would be still more imperative to have
State dockyards available for rapid ship-building and the
repair of shot-ridden hulls.
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TOMMY ATKINS AFLOAT.
By

ONE

WITH HIM.
appears, from experience of both, that the hired transports
are far cheaper and otherwise preferable to the regular
troopers, only about two of which are in commission at the
present time.
The ships are man-of-war fashion all painted white,
both outside and on deck, when once the}7 are chartered by
the Government; the house flag is hauled down, and replaced
by the transport ensign (somewhat resembling the R.N.R.
flag, with the addition of a large yellow anchor), and special
fittings are introduced below. These fittings arc all stocked
at Southampton and carefully marked, so that the regular
passenger accommodation can be altered to that required for
the troops in two or three days. As a matter of fact, some
months ago one of the transports came in from Australia
full of cargo and left again within eight days with i,oco troops
for Malta and the Cape. During this time all her cargo was
discharged, over 600 men being daily employed, and by the
time she was gazetted to sail everything wras as ship-shape as
if the process of altering her interior arrangements had
occupied as many \veeks as it did days.
The departure of a transport is an interesting event, and
many sightseers, besides his relatives and the girl he is going
to leave behind him, assemble at the wharf at Southampton to
see the last of Tommy who has been ordered to India or the
Cape.
That he does not look forward, with particularly
pleasurable anticipations, to his seven years' exile, goes
without saying. Stories told by time-expired soldiers of
the agonies of sea-sickness, the life among the " niggers "
as they invariably call every coloured .Jrace, be they real

WHO HAS SAILED

HE figure of Tommy Atkins
ashore is a familiar one enough
to all of us. Whether it be
associated with a stirring brass
band, which booms out a
catch}-air as he marches with
his regiment through the village
street, followed by all the juvenile
population, and by the admiring
eyes of half the country wenches
. in the neighbourhood, or, as a
beatified creature, in all the glory of
a red well-padded jacket, "doing the
park" with a nursemaid, his presence in our midst somehow
inspires us with a sense of security. We feel an interest in him,
too; indeed, we almost regard him as part and parcel of our own
personal belongings a kind of romantic servant that we keep
knocking around to do our unpleasant work across the seas,
and keep the C/.ar, the German Kmperor, and other troublesome potentates duly impressed with the might and dignity
of the British nation.
We never see a regiment, or a component part of a
regiment, without this almost unconscious feeling of proprietorship coming over us. They are " Our Soldiers " ; and
when we read of their glorious services abroad, their forced
marches, and their invariable success, wre begin to feel quite
proud they belong to us, and duly expand our chests and talk
of England's greatness, as if we were individually responsible
for it.
Yes, ashore, Tommy Atkins is as fam : liar to us as the

postman or the tax-collector, but it is vutli T< mtny as a sailor
that I propose to deal in this article.
The moment he leaves the train at Southampton and
gets his accoutrements aboard the transpcrc, all the glamour
with which we are accustomed to surround him fades away.
He becomes quite an ordinary person, and his admirers who
could see him doing fatigue duty on deck would scarcely
recognise in him the dashing son of Mars who marched with
such a brave .step and upright carriage to the strains of
martial music a few7 days before.
It was in 1894 that the Government decided to do away
by degrees with the five Indian troopers so well known in the
Service the ships of the General Trooping Service are now
almost forgotten and replace them by hired transports.
These were chartered from the
three largest shipping compan'es
the P. and O., Cunard, and
British India Companies who
between them placed five vessels,
viz., the "Victoria" and "Britannia "(P.and O.), the "Pavonia"
(Cunard), and the " Dilwara " and
"Jumna" (British India), at the
disposal of the Impei'ial authorities during the trooping season.
They are all fitted as armed
cruisers, and are invariably in aimed
with European crews, most of the
officers and many of the men
belonging to the Royal Naval
Reserve.
Thus the Government have
reverted to the old-time method for
the conveyance of troops, and it

West India negroes or high caste Hindoos the heat of the
climate, and the thought that he will not taste good, honest
roast beef and bitter beer until his return, all tend to damp
his ardour, which up to his embarkation has been artificially
stimulated by the farewell glasses of well-meaning friends.
He files up the gangway with his gear and accoutrements,
with a long face, roundly cursing, beneath his breath, the
land of the coral strand and the nigger aforesaid; for him
he has, of course, the most supreme contempt.
Having left their belongings on board, the soldiers go
ashore again to be told off to messes, each of which consists of
from sixteen to eighteen men. Once on board again, they are
given a good square meal that would bring water to the mouth
of a deep-sea sailor, every man sitting down to his food at the
same time. Then an inspection of the
ship is undertaken by the captain, a
Naval officer, a staff officer, and the
colonel commanding, and the men arc
told off to fire and boat quarters. The
arrangements in this particular have
been so perfected by constant practice
that the whole performance is gone
through, for the first time, in half-anhour. Armed men are stationed at the
boats, to prevent any rushing in case of
emergency, and the strictest discipline
is maintained throughout.
After this has been performed to the
satisfaction of the officers, the bedding
is served out, and so careless is Tommy
of his belongings, that frequent inspection is found to be necessary to prevent
him losing his blankets. Neatly-fitted
racks are made in the hammock-room
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for the storing of the bedding during the day, and in addition
to the non-commissioned officer in charge, a ship's officer
and a military officer are always present at the issuing and
the taking in. A hammock and two blankets are served to
the unmarried of the rank and file, while the sergeants and
their wives and families are accommodated with beds.
When all the more important duties have been assigned
to the twelve or fourteen hundred men who form the complement of a large transport, the fatigue duties are given out,
which consist in cleaning the ship, on deck and down below,
and other matters which Tommy, however industrious he
may be ashore, simply abhors afloat.
The " blanky " fatigues are the bane of his existence on
ship board, and it is amusing to see the forty soldiers told off
to wash decks go about their work for the first few mornings.
Rverything is new to them, and their eyes and minds are
occupied upon anything but their work, and I fear very little
weight is put into the broom until they get used to the
strange scenes going on around them.
Holystone is a thing Tommy never takes to kindly. He
looks upon dragging a stone over the deck as a wicked waste
of an hour, that could be so much better employed in his
hammock, and retains a firm conviction that a housemaid's
scrubber and some soft soap would have the desired effect in
half the time. He settles down to things better after a few
days, and begins to feel more at home that is, if he happens
to be a good sailor. If he doesn't, he finds new and elaborate
swear words appropriate to the " boat" (ashe calls it), which,
as his vocabulary of invective has been very liberally drawn
upon for other occasions, requires 110 mean inventive capacity.
Sentries are posted about various parts of the ship,
to prevent irregularities; and though Tommy is well
accustomed to performing this kind of duty on shore, he often
makes rather an awkward fist at it, at first, on board ship.
Most of the recruits who
are sent to India have
never been aboard a ship
before in their lives
many of them have never
even seen one; and the
names they give the
various parts of the vessel
and the rigging are calculated to make a sailor
roar in derision. A sailor,
by the way, for some
reason, has anything but
a high regard for Tommy,
and so his duties are not
appreciably lessened by
Jack, who delights in the
muddles he gets in, and
slaps his thigh as he
relates the latest ''bull" made by "one of them militia
blokes" Jack calls them all militiamen to his pals in the
fo'c's'le, a portion of the ship from which Tommy is rigidly
excluded. Tommy invariably calls the funnel the " chimney," the gangway the "stairs," and the deck the "floor,"
and distinguishes the for'ard and aft of the ship by calling
them the "thin" and the "thick" end respectively He
never gets quite used to sailor terms, and, even at the end
of the voyage, speaks of the " heaving of the boat," or the
"blooming colonel on the bridge."
He is sorely puzzled as to how the ship's officers rank,
and why the}' wear so little gold lace.
I overheard a fellow, who spoke as one naviiig authority
and not as the scribes, explaining the matter to his mate one
day. "You see, Fred, it's like this. The (cuss word) bloke
with the stripe on his shoulder he's the (swear word) ship's
capting. All the other blanketty blokes wot goes upstairs
to the turret place them's
lieutenants." " And
the
who's that there joker?"
asked Fred, pointing to the
chief engineer, who was certainly more than seven ; " 'e
never goes upstairs, and 'e
aint no steward." "Why,
you blanky galoot, that's a
middy." "A pretty old
middy, aint 'e?" hazarded
Fred, somewhat dubiously.
"I^ord love yer," replied his
instructor, " there's tons of
'em as old as him ; 'e's got
as far as 'e can; 'e's been
plucked, and 'e'll never get
no further."
The lifebelt parade is,
perhaps, the only portion of
the ship's routine that Tommy
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really takes any interest
in. Besides being a
novelty to him, it affords
excellent material for
chaff; and the comic
artist (and there is often
one among the men)
invariably chooses the
moment of "lifebelts"
for his most scathing
work. At the sound of
the bugle the men fall in,
as if for parade. The
belts are passed up by
those stationed in the
ladders, and within fourteen minutes every
Tommy on board has his
belt on securely. Everyone in the ship, with the exception
of the officers' wives and invalids, is bound to have a belt
on when the captain and colonel go round on their tour of
inspection, and a sufficient number of belts are taken to the
hospital and their use explained to the patients.
At 10.30 every morning an inspection of the ship is made
by the captain, the colonel, adjutant, and military officer of
the watch, during which every nook and cranny of the vessel,
and all the mess utensils, are overhauled. This over, the
troop who have been paraded on the upper deck the while
are dismissed, and, with the exception of those on guard, are
at liberty to kill time as they please. And Tommy can kill
time better than anyone I know. To most persons a long
sea voyage, even relieved by the various distractions provided, is more or less monotonous, but it is by no means so
to Tommy. As a general rule there is nothing he loves
better than to loll about the deck. He has made up his
mind for a good steady loaf when he gets on board, and
manfully he sticks to his determination during the voyage.
Some few regiments engage largely in calisthenic exercise.
The adjutant of one regiment I sailed with used to rise every
morning at six o'clock and make a number of his men go
through all sorts of Sandow exercises until nine. These men
landed in the pink of condition.
During the fine weather concerts are occasionally organised among the men, and on some of these occasions it
hippens that exceptional talent is displayed.
All sorts of amusements are supplied by the Government
tor the use of the troops, though the game that Tommy loves
bsst is "lotto," or, as he calls it, "ouse" meaning, I
suppose, " house." This game, which requires very little
skill, is, a.s most of my readers are doubtless aware, played
with numbered cards and counters. Twelve cards, with
various numbers printed in squares, are served to as many
men, while a thirteenth man, acting as "bank," shouts out
(much louder than is at all necessary) various numbers
corresponding to those on the cards, which he reads from
counters, one by one extracted from a bag. The man claiming the number covers the corresponding square with something usually a piece of ship's biscuit and the one who
first fills his card is declared the winner. As Tommy always
makes a strictly gambling game out of this, it is interdicted
by Government, which is, I suppose, one of the reasons why
he is so partial to it. He has a gamble whenever possible,
quite content to risk the chance of punishment for his little
hit of sport
Talking of punishment reminds me that very little is
generally required, and, although cells are fitted up in all the
transports, they are rarely used. Kxtra fatigues, the stoppage
of their "baccy," or the compulsory answering to their names
every hour, when the bugle sounds, for "defaulters" are
usually found quite sufficient punishments for the petty
offences that the newlyfledged soldiers commit on
the outward voyage.
Of course homewardbound men "doing time"
for various offences are
closely confined, except for
a .short time daily, when they
are escorted for exercise on
the fo'c's'le. The colonel of
the regiment is, of course,
the judge and jury, and justice is dispensed in a manner
that would make some of
our legal luminaries open
their eyes.
One of the reasons for
the orderly conduct of the
troops during the voyage is
the fact that no intoxicants
are sold on board, except on

